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INTRODUCTION 
Blockchain, the underlying technology of Cryptocurrency and its future applications in 

global economy, in business and generally in all areas of our society is well recognized 

today. 

In this paper, we analyze the advanced technology of Blockchain and its uses for both 

online and offline services of the INUDOG Cryptocurrency. INUDOG Services are 

considered the next revolution in enhancing the applicafions of Cryptocurrency and 

Blockchain technology. 

 

Introduction to Bitcoin and Crypto Currenices Concepts 
Bitcoin, the first Cryptocurrency was developed in 2009 by Satoshi Nakamoto, to be 

used as an internet currency with variable value that is based on the supply and demand 

in the market. Bitcoin succeeded in providing its network of users worldwide with 

certain advantages such as anonymity, faster transactions, very low fees and added 

security through ufilizing Cryptography. 

 

The most important part of Bitcoin is its network is decentralized and all network 

transactions are verified and processed using Blockchain technology. 

 

All transactions are converted into blocks of data that have been verified among its 

users or nodes in the network. This innovation allowed many developers to cite 

alternative applications of Blockchain technology using digital tokens as assets in order 

to represent other assets or coins with enhanced financial processing or transaction 

protocols. 

 

INUDOG Group is intending to enhance the performance of transacfions by using an 

enhanced hashing algorithm far encryption decryption to provide more secure 

transactions, faster and with lower fees. This allows its users to be able to solely rely on 

INUDOG Coins to do their business online and offline in confidence in a safe secured 

ways. 
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INUDOG (INU DIGITAL PAYMENT SYSTEM) 
After twelve years of experience in business trades with global companies and seven years 

of Cryptocurrency research, INUDOG Group Co LTD decided to launch INUDOG Coins a 

Hybrid POW/POS decentralized Cryptocurrency with an enhanced secured hashing 

algorithm to become one of the easiest ways to make safe transactions with small or big 

businesses or using INUDOG Coins to buy or sell any products or services online and offline. 

INUDOG COIN API 
INUDOG Coins API allows developers to add INUDOG Coins as a local or global payment 

method using credit cards More than 100 businesses are starting their co-operafion with 

INUDOG Group to accept INUDOG Coins in their normal business. 

Business and traders accepfing to buy or sell their products or services using INUDOG Coins 

means more reliability, success, higher value and better futures. 

ENHANCED HASHING ALGORITHM 
INUDOG Engineers came out with the right idea of enhancing the Hashing Algorithm by 

using the TrapDoor Hashing Algorithm combined with El Gamal Key Signature in order to 

provide an enhanced characteristic of the transactions module for INUDOG Coins thus 

providing an advanced security layer for the Public and Private Keys used in the system. 

This enhancement is considered like a whole new breakthrough into the Blockchain 

technology and would open the door for more researches in the near futures. 
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ENHANCED NFC PAYMENTS 
Our Technical team are working daily and INUDOG Engineers discovered an impressive way to 

maximize the daily transacuons online and offline by enhancing the Near Field Communications 

NFC Payment systems as shown in Figured 1. 

 

Figure 1: INUDOG Enhanced Mobile Application System 

This enhancement occurs through a special INUDOG NFC Mobile Payment Application, which 

upgrades the NFC Algorithm by uclizing tne Trapdoor Hash Functions to provide unique Public 

and Private keys for each user plus a new feature that generates different keys for each 

transaction in the channel to minimize any channel attack and secure the anonymity for 

INUDOG Users. 
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INUDOG DOUBLE SPENDING PROOF 
Double spending is a potenual flaw in a Cryptocurrency scheme in which the same coin can be 

spent more than once. 

This is possible as a leak of security because each coin consists of a digital file that can be 

duplicated. 

 

Figure 2: INUDOG Double Spending Proof 

INUDOG uses enhanced special techniques combined together to prevent the double-spending 

through the digital signatures which preserves anonymity in a transaction with encrypted blind 

signatures that cannot be revoked. 

INUDOG MOBILITY 
From day 1, some of the INUDOG Users were eligible to test the INUDOG Wallet on Mobiles, 

Tablets, PCs and Laptops through their participafion in the INUDOG Beta Testing mode that 

occurred in many countries in the World and sponsored a number of major public events. 
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      INUDOG SERVICES 
INUDOG Group offers to the public, individuals and companies some of the latest advanced 

technological services though a Global Decentralized Network based on the Blockchain tecnnology 

sucn as Wallet, Exchanges, Smart Contract, Master Card, Rewards, Partnerships and Lottery. 

INUDOG Wallets 
INUDOG Coins are securely stored in your personal wallet on your computer, tablet, phone 

or laptop (Windows, Linux, Mac, Android, Paper Wallet). You can Download your wallet and 

immediately start sending and receiving payments with a click of a button. 

INUDOG Prepaid Card 
This Prepaid INUDOG Card is a usable physical & virtual card that you can securely carry and 

withdraw money on the go. 

Global Exchanges 
INUDOG Coins can be converted into any other currency like $, €, £, ¥ etc, and into any 

other Cryptocurrency like BTC, ETH, BCC, LTC etc, through various legal public exchanges. 

INUDOG Smart Contract 
Through the INUDOG Wallet, our users are able to create their own tokens, assets or shares 

through INUDOG Smart Contracts in order to take their business to the next level utilising 

INUDOG Blockchain technology. 

INUDOG Partners 
INUDOG Group is excited to co-operate with partners internationally allowing Merchants 

globally to accept INUDOG Coins as a payment method on their websites. 

INUDOG Lottery 
A new concept provided by the INUDOG Group. You can use your INUDOG Coins to buy a 

lottery ticket for your dream car, villa or yacht and the winners are chosen through a fuzzy 

logic faith system that guarantees the highest secured quality of processing and fastest 

lottery entry through INUDOG Coins. 

INUDOG Rewards 
INUDOG Rewards provide a way to receive free INUDOG Coins through executing a number 

of easy tasks and assignments. 
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INUDOG ICO 

The INUDOG Initial Coin Offering (ICO) issuance will fund trading, markefing and re-branding a new 

way to carry out local and global business using the development of credit payments with a cheaper 

and a faster solution than traditional wiring fees, paper work and transaction duration and providing 

anonymity and privacy control to allow its users to utilize their INUDOG Coins freely anywhere 

anytime without limitations 

The Opportunity with INUDOG Coins ICO 
With the Cryptocurrency Market Capitalization of over thousands Billion USD, the ICO will support 

funding the INUDOG Group in order to start the Road Map of INUDOG Coins and expand faster in 

the Cryptocurrency market. 

A minimum of 60% of all funds raised in the ICO will be used for building technology projects, 

funding small businesses and attracting more merchants, partners and investors. 

This way when INUDOG Coin goes live, it will rapidly rise in price. 

Allocation of INUDOG Coins 
The number of INUDOG Coins is limited to Coins, out of which Coins will be available immediately in 

the ICON 

The remaining coins will be distributed among Rewards, Lottery Project, Future Partnerships and 

some kept in public safe in stake holdings, saved in digital authenticated safe wallets, and some on 

Global Exchanges to be exchanged in the long term according to the following figure; 
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ICO Stages and Bonuses 
INUDOG ICO occurs in 5 stages, in each stage, you are eligible to buy early INUDOG Coins 

with better bonus specials than the next stage. Bonuses are available from Day 1 in the ICO. 

INUDOG ICO Schedule 
By the end of the ICO the INUDOG Website (Wallets, Exchanges, Rewards) will become 

available and the beginning of the manufacturing process of INUDOG Smart Products in the 

end of the ICO, is the starring of the INUDOG Website and for Wallets. 

Purchasing Methods 
INUDOG Coins can be purchased using BitCoin (BTC), Ethereum (ETH) and LiteCoin (LTC) 

through the ICO Websites. All funds will be received and held in mull-signature wallets to 

accomplish each step in the Road Map 

 



 

 

 

“We have elected to put our money and faith in 

a mathematical framework that is free of 

politics and human error” 

Tyler Winklevoss, Co-creator of Facebook 


